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1. Introduction 

An unstable state is characterized by a distribution over ener
gies . Its measurement is difficult , however it has been realized 
in Lamb-shift experiments . The microwave radiation of the frequency 

K induces transitions of the H-atoms from a metastable 2s-state 
to a short-lived 2 2P,li. state. The number of survived metastable 
atoms is measured as a function of the difference K- ~ , where X 

is the difference of the 2 S and 2 P level energies. The function 
is called the line shape. 

Lamb /l/ has pointed out that the observed line shape agrees 
with a calculation (performed in the Weisskopf...JNigner approximation), 
in which the microwave field is described by the external scalar 
potential equal to E:.·tj • Here E is the miorowaTe electric 
field, '/, is the electron coordinate. But the similar calcula-
tion, in which the same field is described by the corresponding 
nonzero vector potential A and zero scalar potential (see below 
sect. J.7 for details) gives another line shape which is in disagree
ment with experiments. Lamb writes /l/: "Of course, the difference 
between the perturbations E ij, and - A p Im, just corresponds 
to a gauge transformation under which the theory is known to be in
variant, so both perturbations must lead to the same physical predic
tions. Nevertheless, a closer examination shows that the usual in
terpretation of probability amplitudes is valid only in the former 
gauge ••• "• 

The problem was discussed in a number of papers. Reasons were 
given inrefs.12,3, 4/in favour of usin~ just the E·f interaction. On 
the other hand, it was shown in refs.15 , 6, 4/that it is possible to 
obtain the same result using either of the interactions. I stress 
that the latter was demonstrated for the processes which are descri
bed bys-matrix, e.g.,for reactions of scattering. I argue in 
Sectio• 2 that the line shape measurement (and the very Lamb shift) 



must not be of the kind. A refined experiment is proposed, in which 
the line shape should be measured. The experiment cannot be descri
bed by the S-matrix. Standard calculations give for it different 
line shapes in different gauges (see Sections 2 and 4 below). So, 
the·problem is revived. Analogous problems hold for other observab
les, see part IV in ref. /J/. 

Kuo Ho Yang /J/ has suggested a nonstandard approach to the 
line shape oaloulatiGn. He describes atom states by means of eigen
functions of a gauge-invariant operator, which do not coincide in 
general with the free part of the total Hamiltonian defined in the 
usual manner. The approach gives for any gauge the same result as 
the E-~ -interaction (see below Section J.6). This can be consi
dered as a solution of Lamb's problem. However, Kuo Ho Yang considers 
the electron whioh interacts only with the external field. 

I discuss in Section J the generaJ. case, when there is also the 
quantized electromagnetic field. I consider the form of quantum 
electrodynamics suggested in refs.72•8 •9• 10{Its Hamiltonian has the 

free part H0 (defined in the usual manner) which is invariant 
under any gauge transformations. The eigenfunctions of Ho , which 
describe initial and final states, and interaction Hamiltonian 
H

1 
= H-H0 also are gauge-invariant. Using such H0 and HI 

one gets gauge-invariant results for observables, which cannot be 
described by the S-matrix. In the Coulomb gauge the results may be 
obtained only in an intricate nonstandard way. At the same time the 
standard calculations give the same S-matrix in any gauge. We show 
how an interaction of the E•ij type arises in the discussed form 
of the theory. 

A new theoretical definition of the excitation probability 
of unstable states is given in Sec.4. It takes properly into 
account the so-called virtual processes. The proposed formula (JO) 
is calculated exactly in a solvable model. As in the Weisskopf
Wigner approXimation /l, 2/, one gets different line shapes if one 
uses the same standard description of the excited atom in different 
gauges. 

The gauge-invariant calculations of the line shape discussed 
in Sections J and 4 predict that in the experiment proposed in 
Sec.,2 one will measure the same line shape, as in the existing 
Lamb-shift experiments, see,e.g.,refs. /ll,l 2/. 
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2. Gauge Invariance of the S-Matrix and Line Shape 

1. z.Fried performed the following calculation of the line 
shape. The microvmve photon is incident on the atom in the 2s-state. 
The probability amplitude T of the transition in the final state 

11 1 s + Lyman photon f is calculated as a function of the inci
dent photon frequency K • It is the 11:r:esonance channel" 
K+2S->2P...,.iS+f which brings the main contribution to T. 
However, other intermediate channels are possible, e.g.,1<+2S ➔3P-./S+f 
which are characterized by the large energy nonconservation in the 
virtual transitions K + 2. S - 3 P and 3 P ~JS+ f. Denoting the 
contribution of all these "background" channels by B,we represent T 
as R+B in the cas_e of li-p/m interaction. With the E·ij.. interac
tion one has correspondingly T' = R'+ B' · • Fried showed (in the 
first nonvanishing approximation) that although Rt R' , but T= r'. 
A similar result is declared in ref.16(It turns out that B' is small 

and practically R+ B = R'. 
The equality T = T' is a manifestation of the known property 

of the (renormalized) S-matrix: Sis gauge-invariant. There are. 
other examples of the equalityof the results obtained with R·p/m 
and E·~ interactions l'>, 6,71. Let us stress that all of them deal 

with S-matrix processes. 
2. However, it is just the resonance term which has the direct 

relevance to the Lamb shift: just the .2P-state shift is of interest. 
If the "background" is essential, the experiment must be changed as 
to pick out just the resonance channel. For instance, one should 
measure the number of Lyman quanta ·(as a function of K ) which are 
radiated after the beam.of H-atoms abandons the microwave field 
region. Then the contribution of the nonresonance channels will 
diminish beoa"!lse is does not increase with :time unliJite the resonan
ce channel contribution (note that energy nonconservation in the 
transition 1-< -t 2S ➔ 3 P is muoh greater than the 2 P level width, 
which corresponds to the lifetime 1.6 10..;.g sec)• _ 

The experiment cannot be described by the s~trix because 
it provides information on-the intermediate stage of the process 

K+ 2S ➔ IS --t f and not only on its initial and final stages. 
(In other words, only delayed y-photons are measured in this 

experiment)• 
The A-plrn and E·J interactions predict 

for the proposed experiment ( R and R' = T' 

different outcomes 
,_respectively). 

J. Let us note that it suffices to calculate, instead of R or R', 

the probability of the transition/(+ 2S➔Zfbecause the experiment can 
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be made so that the probability of a subsequent decay2,p+1.S+-rwill 
be practically equal to 1. Just the probability of k + 2.S ➔ 2-Pwas cal
culated by Lamb and in ref. 111 /(see Sec. 4.2 therein) and will be cal
culated in Sec. 4. 

.3. New Gauge and E·tj Interaction 

A new form of quantum eleotrodynamics has been proposed in refs. 
/ 2, 8, 9 ,lO/,which is applicable for localized charges.It has been shown 
in rer.110/: that it can be considered as one more electrodynamical 
gauge (along with the Coulomb one, e.g.) With the gauge condition 
(9) 1 see below. Here it will be generalized to the case when there is 
a time-dependent external electromagnetic field. Just such a field is 
usuall:, used to describe the microwave radiation in the Lamb shift 
experiment. It w11l be sufficient for our purposes to consider only 
the single spinless electron, which interacts with the quantized 
electromagnetic field besides the external one (the level shifts and 
widths are caused by the former interaction) •.. The generalization to 
the second-quantized Dirac electrons can be made in analogy with ref. 
/lO/ and brings no problems • 

1. We start with the Coulomb gauge for the quantized potentials 
A e" and with an arbitrary gauge for the externa1 on~s ,.. • The 

Hamiltonian is 

H(tJ =:[p-e A.J.(qJ-eA0 {j,t)]1/2 m -t W(.f) +.e A/xq, t}+ (l) 

.. ff d'x [ Effi)-+ Jiz.{iJ]. 

Let us perform the canonical transformation 
theory operators eJ 

(9' == 5+ fJ S 

S = exp f(:.,eJ[ f} elf A4.(~) + f/afiie"(fJJ1. 

of the 

(2) 

The integrals in (2) are along the straight line, connecting i 
with the origin which is ohosen in the centre of the binding poten.-
tial W • We have 

f = S1 9 S =9, A.L' = ~ H'=ii, 

p' = st p s :,a p + e ~/a{rJ + e q, /1(9,t), 
(.J) 

At9}::-~9 dfA..1.{fJ , /lex/9,t}=-.['afAe"t~,t}, 
(4) 

4 

E.L,,, (x} =-E.J.m (x)+ e J} ~ d~n s:: ((-x) , ,m""'X,!J,i ,· (5) 

1:i- - -J c- d 31 {u-xJ - J.. --2_ ~ .. -' '""/. $,.m {1J-X i. d,mn cJ, .t "' ~71 d1/n ·;n<m }9-~ (6) 

From eq. (.3) we obtain 

p :- e A.J. - ~-Ji ex= p ' - e { A.L- + v II ) ~ e (A ex+ u J\ ex)= 

= p' ~ea -ea.ex. 
(7) 

was 

Here a and a ex oan be considered as new potentials. It 
shown in ref.18 , 101 that 

a (~Y = "li.i Ci)+ v /\ {;) = ~,t"' d" x,, H {cJ i) • (8) 

ae"tx, t) = A./l}( + V j\£X = - f 1 "' "°' X. H~~( 06, t). 
0 

Eqs. (.3) and (8) ehow that the operators p' and a are 
oonnect!_d with p and A by a gauge transformation. The,poten-. 
tials A.i have sat~Bfied the gauge condition /iv A..,.= a, 
no conditions'have been imj>o~ed' on ~AJ.X • We can and do impos_e the 
following conditions on a and· aex 

, f/dt-GC(}=O 
i - -Io d~-aur~,t):= 0 V' x . 

It is easy to verify that middle parts of eqs. (8) satisfy these 
conditions. 

(9) 

2. All operators in eqs. {1)-(8) ar~ Schroedinger ones. But 
- 11= new operators p' depend upon the time t explicitly if 

do depend upon t,see(J).No such operators appeared in ref~~/2,8,9,iO( 
The corresponding Heisenberg operators 

~, ' .;. ; ••~- •.• • s • t> L •, 

p; (tJ = u+ {t, {)) p' U (t,o)_ i 'J U{t, o)/"Jt = H{tJ U(t, o/ 

therefore satisfy the equation 

;
1 

pt,ltJ: ?-t fu+),o) [j5 + e v 11 lf, J + e fl A eit (if, tJ] U{t,o}) =-. 

= -i [p~(JI, H~itJ] + u+ f~ e v !t 0 (j, tl U . (10) 
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1: .• 

I 

It oan be rewritten in the canonical form 

fft p!,ltJ=-i(p;(t/1 H~ltl] H '= H:.. e l It H {j: t) . (ll) 

.. -, 
As wa see, the additional dependenoe of • fH(t} upon time can 

be ful.ly taken into aocount if we substitute H' for H and 
then consider p'it (1) to be the usuai Heisenberg operator ( i.a.,the 
one corresponding to the Schroedinger operator which does not depend 
explicitly upon time). It was shown in Sec. J o~ ref~ Ill/ how the 
replacement H ➔ H' can be obtained within the Schroedinger 
pioture. 

J. Using eqs. (J)-(7) one can write H' in terms of the new 
(primed) operators 

H'= H-e 'J/1°/;u =[p'-etit;J-eaex{9,tJ]~2m + W(f)+ 

+eAt'Cf,t)-eft-11°(9:tJ-eJ/at•E;.f?J + 

+ffd'i<[E;i+H'Z] +fI srd~ .. t9'd{,., ~!:tt-t') · 
11,m 

The last (divergent) term in the eq. was considered in Sec.4.2. 
of ref. 121. 

4. The theory described by the Hamiltonian (1) is invariant 
under an independent g~uge transfo:rmation of the quantized and 
external potentials 

(12) 

A.1 -:> ii.l + V.f{X) I 
(lJ) 

AtK _,, Ao - dM n(x,t) I /' /" ,-{. 

p ➔p+ev, +evr; , H-+ H-e 'i.H/liJt 

(14) 

(15) 

Usually one writes, instead of (15), the oorresponding transfor-
mation of the wave funotion: </> - ¢> up t" e (J + 11 J • When 
electrons ara seoond-quantized, one transforms only operators, and 
it is oonvenient to do so in the considered case. 

While '1 l i, t} oan be an ar~ t:.ary smooth function, the 
funotion_J(iJ mu~ be harmo~o V·VJ=O because ditrA.J.==O. 
If the potentials A.1 and A.J. + v_.,r are required to vanish 
at infinity (their matrix elements are implied, of oourse), then 
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-;!JJ-0 as x-,. oo 

holds everyv1here. 
• Then V /"' O for all X if .a_p=O 

However, usually we consider physical systems which are locali
zed in a finite volume V ( e.g.,inside a laboratory). If (lJ) 
holds only for the points x which belong to a part V of the 
whole space, then tlf = 0 not everywhere and '1/ can vanish at 
infinity not being zero everyv1here. For example, the infinite sole
noid with a_current induces outside itself a nonzero gradient-like 
potential A.1. • Another example is the 11quasigradient transforma-
tion" (26) in /lO/. • 

Let us show that even such a gauge freedom is absent when one 
considers the new electron momentum j5 I and the potentials a, a~x 
satisfying the condition (9). Indeed, let us try to write 

a= Cl(i) + v}'{x} if V . 
(16) 

~ 
As (9) must be true both for ll and a , one must have 

O=J,,'I d(,·VJ'(~J=J'(jl-fto) 

if V covers completely the region Ve , where the electron is 
localized. We see that J'l'f) is a constant and Vf'==O. 

The gauge transformation (16) with f, .f '# {) oan be shown to 
exist only if V does not cover Ve • BUt suoh a transformation 
is accompanied inevitably by a change of observable~• For instanoe,let 
(16) be induoed by a solenoid, the magnetio field H of_which is 
equal to zero outside V ( it follows from eq. (8) that amust be 
a gradient in the region where ii= o ). In the considered case 
the region, where Fi ,t. O, must intersect with Ve (otherwise 
(16) would be true for Ve and then VJ'"' O ) • Such a field 
leads, of course, to the observable level splitting. 

We oall the quasigauge a transformation which looks like the 
usual gauge one but only in some (simple-oonneoted) part V 
of the whole spaoe. The region V must cover the physical s~stem 
under consideration. Then the quasigauge transformation will not be 
accompanied by ohanges of observables which are measured inside V 
and 11'111 be 1ndist1ngu1shable insideVfrom the usual gauge transfonna-
tion. 

The gauge invariance of the momentum j5' follows also from the 
fact that r.h.s. of eq. (J) is invariant under (l.J)-(15). Note that 

/\ ( q} -t- /\ 
0 

{ f, t} ➔ I\ {"4} + A O {f, t) - 7 {fl + fl o) - ? {{, t I + 'I { P, t) • 
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Of course, one ought to speak more exactly that p' has no 
gauge freedom within the ne.v gauge. 

The operator H: = p' 2 /un -t W(,:p} , its eigenfunctions (which 
describe atom states) and interaction Hamiltonian also are invariant 
under any (usual and quasi) gauge transformations. 

5. Now of course one can rewrite H/ in terms of the Coulomb
-gauge operators and try to use it for the atom state description 
in the Coulomb gauge. But H; does not commute with fd 3 x(£i+H4/ 
as we11 as with the photon number operator. The consequence is that 
one cannot describe even the simplest state •atom in the ground sta
te, no photons"• So, one will be forced to alter also the photon 
description. If we prooeed in a correct manner, we shall obtain the 
same results which new gauge gives in the standard consistent man
ner. 

Other gauge invariant descriptions of the atom states were 
proposed in /J, 4/ for the e1ectron which inter~cts only with the 
external field AJ." • In particular, Kuo Ho Yang used 
(p-eAe")Lf!!m + W instead of H::[p-e~jdf-J""I½m + W. 
This approach cannot be generalized, however, to the case of the 
electron which interacts with the quantized field ( the reasons are 
similar tci those presented at the beginning of ·this subsection). 

6. Consider the Hamiltonian (1) in the dipole (long...wave) 
appro~mation, substituting A.J. {o) and Ii·"" {o,tJ for IJi {{} 
and A,,,, {if, t} • The equivalent replacement for Abe X (j, t} 
is (see sect. IIIA in ref. /J/) · 

A;• (q,t}? A/" (o,t) + ~ q,,. ['JA~'{i,tJ/;u,..]i=v 

The a-number A0 ° { o, t) can be discarded in the Hamiltonian. 
We get 

Hd == [ p-e AJ.(oJ-eAe"(o,tJJ½m -t W(if,) + 

+e71,·VA/"(o,t) + f jd 3x(E.i +H 2
) • 

Letting ij" O in eq. (7) and using 
see eq. (8), one obtains· 

p- e ii_Jo) -e Af• {U,t) = p' . 

8 

a ( 0) "'- ii e)I ( d, t}"' 0 / 

(17) 

r\i l 

\ti~ 
\ 1JJ 

I 

'i 

,} 
"l . 

The term -e ~/1° f'Jt in (12) can be treated in the same 
manner as A!"{ttl • Using (4) and then (8) at x =0 one has 

11°tj~t) = 2.. q;,, [JN"(x,t)/'Jx,,.h:o ;:;_ ~ 1-A 0 (o,t). 
"' 

So, the Hamiltonian (12) in the dipole approximation turns into 

HJ : p'2/1t11 + W ( j') + e "f V 11:"(P,t) + e f ff-t A ex(IJ,i) -

-el1 df E~t~) + f jd 3x (E:2 
+ ii12)+ fI l'df,,Jfd(~ ~!: (~-{/18

) 
. n,m O l> 

A similar operator can be obtained from Hd by means of a canoni
cal transformation which is simpler than (2) 

S::. ~1-p f fie) [ f"A.J.(_o) + ffiex (O,t/}. 

Denoting st q, s, 5 t p s, ... by primed operators 'J: p' ... 
as before we get 

H~s == p'212m + W{'j-') - e~~E 0 /o,t} ::- ef."f; {o) + 

1 fd' (E-'2 -,i., e.z. r' 0 Ctr "·' + 2 X .J. + H + 2 L- qn 7m O ,.,., iO; / 
","' 

E.- e" ,,11-e•; -Au = - a at - V D • 

(19) 

7. Let us comment the citation from /l/ quot~d in the Intro
duction. The microwave radiation will be approximated by a plane 
vtave having the eleotrio field . 

E. "' £ 0 0 " = "i -= 1 Ez
0 

(K,'J,i!,t}= E0 c-s[ K{x-t}+p]. 

The field can be described by two sets ~f potentials 

A:•=O=Aj" , At'(1.,9,z,t}dE0 K-1Sin[K(t-t}+p] 
1 

A0u==O 1 

A~e• ~e• 0 A~o{ ., -J, . [ ) ] } . ,. = A:J = , '.:' 1<1 3,z,t .= E0 ~ s,~ K(x-t tp + 5in[Kt-p] 1 

A/I< { t., fj,2, t) == - E.
0 

2 U,S {Kt -p) • 

The aets are connected by the gauge-transformation 

At' :; A,.. + di' '1 7 == E" IC1 z sln{Kt-jl) · 

9 
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(2J.) 

(22) 



The electron interaction with the external field is represented 
in the Hamiltonian Hd by the term - ep~ Az0 {o,t)lm 

in the case (21) a1.:_d by e A/¥ = - e 9; E/" ( o, t) in the case 
(22) ( note that A:¥{o,t)=O ). The interaction term is equa1 
to - e q_'·E 0 {o,t) in H,t and does not depend upon 
choosing (21) or (22). It coincides with the interaction tenn of Ht1 
when (22) is used. So, standard calculations using Hd will give 
the correct (gauge invariant) answer only if just the potentials 
(22) are used in H,1. ( cf. Sect. IIIC in ref. /)/ ). · 

4. Probability of Electromagnetic Excitation of the.Atom. 

lo Suppose that at t=O the atom is in the ground state and 
there is one photon with the energy I< ( the state pK ) . Then 
A,.1< -;:. { ~" I U /t, 0) I p,,,) is the probability amplitude to find 
at the moment t the state 'Pn : atom is an excited state n/ 
no photons. The atom excitation probability is defined usually as 
I A,. .. /1'. But I A,. .. /2· is only a part of the total probability 

to find an atom in the state n 

P,11, = ~ v \ { ¢,.v I U {t, 0) I ¢.:) /
2

• 
(2J) 

Here. swnmation runs over all states of the kind "atom is in n , 
there are arbitrary number V of photons with arbitrary momenta 
and polarizations £ • J_ust the P,.K corresponds to the experi-
ment in which one detects only the atom excitation and does not 
measure any accompanying photons. Of course, in the majority of the 
transitions <p,,,--. ¢,.v in (2J) the energy is not conserved, if 
"energy" means an eigenvalue of the free part of the total Hamil to
nian. The probabilities of such "virtual. transitions" are known 
to be nonzero for finite t . In partic~~, an atom can go to the 
state n and, moreover, emit a photon with any momentum K' • 
Note that the described process proceeds independ~ntly of the 
presenoe of the initial photon. The r.h.s. of (2J) is not equal to 
zero even if the initial state is not ¢1< but flt, : atom is in 
the gro'Ulld state, no photons. Therefore, the measured total probabi
lity of the atom exoitation must correspond o:nl.y to the part of 

PnK , whioh 1s due to the presence of the photon k in the 
initial state ( it 1• the physical cause of the atom excitation). 
That part will be defined as 

WnKf!) = .!.v I ( ¢nv I U{t,oJ/ ¢,. )/ 1
- L) {lf,.v I U{t,o} I ¢o)l.i. (24) 
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We subtract from PnK. the "theoretical background", i.e.,the 
probability of the "causeless transitions"• It should be stressed 
that ~.: in (24) must be no:nnalized to unity, as the state ¢0 is. 

S1m1iar definitions for other cases were proposed, e.g., in refs. 
/14..J.7/ 

• 
Note that the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation does not take into 

account the virtual transitions in any way. They can be absent if 
atom and photon states are described in a special way, see,e.g., 
ref. 161 • In such a. case (24) will be equal to I ( 'f11 I U{tio/ ¢,. )/2

• 

2. I shall represent (2J) as an expectation value of the 
Heisenberg operator N,.(t} = u+ {t,o} IVn U(t,o) 
of the number of electrons in the state n ( taken in the state 

¢K ). The operator can be found by solving the equations for 
Heisenberg operators (without using U(t,o) which ma;r not exist 118?. 

The second-quantized description of the nonrelativistic 
electron is needed. The Hamiltonian (1) corresponds to the 
one-ale ctr on sector of the Hamiltonian J d3 x H {x) 

H{x) = Lf 4 {X) ~ [-iU-eAJ.-eJex]z./2,,,, + W{x) +e Ao""m1 'f{i}.,. 

+ ½ [ E1 (x) + Hzlx)] 

(see, e.g./191 ). The operator tf {x) 
functions 'fn of He = pz/:i.rn -+ W{x) 

is expanded over eigen-

<f (i<} = Sn l{'n [x) ol,. ' 

S,, denotes swmnation and integration over He spectrum. Using 
electron and photon creation operators o(~ and a+ ( ;c., E) 
the states ¢"' , (/Jn and ¢., can ba. wr1 tten as 

tA, = ol.} a+(1e,E) Q~ ~n = o<,: Ao r/>o = o</ Qo 1 

where Q0 is the no-particle state and ol/ creates the 
electron in the ground state. 

(25) 

(26) 

Consider the operator Nn == ol.;!° ol,. of the number of electrons 
in the state n • Expand «,.+o(,. in the operators. nN which 
project on the states with N eleot:rons on the level n. • The 
states may have electrons on other levels along with an arbitrary 
number of photons 

o<: o(,, = O· /10 + 1 · n1 + 2 · nz. + •.. (27) 

11 
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n=~ojd1<,: .. fdKvL · 1 ~t.,)(¢nvl + .... 
' . _..,_ E.,, •. : [,, ' 

(28) 

rp;.v = o<: at(k,,£,) . .. at(K_,, Ev) .Ro 

Only the one-electron part of· !Ji .is written. Of course, if 
our nonrelativistic el·ectrons obey Fermi statistics, there cannot 
be t?fo eleot,ronii in the ,same state .and n2 = 0 • Because of (27) 
and (28) we have. 

·,<U{t,o) rj>,; I d.fdh I U{t,o) ¢,,_)·= .(29~ 

·.':'= ~v (Jl{t,o),¢,,_ I ¢,.v)( ¢,.v I U {t.-o) ¢,,_) =-P,,'.~ 

As ... U (t,O) ¢11:. is a ,one-electron. state, only fl,: • contrib~~~s 
to (29) , mgreover,: only the part of fii· ,contributes to (29),' 
which is written in (27).. ' 

Introducing the Heisenberg operators .: ,;,£,. {t) =: U~(t,p) o<.11 •l/. (~, o} 
one can rewrite (24) as · ' · 

whl< (tJ =<¢"I cl,.+ttJo<,, CtJ / ¢.:) - < ¢.,,( d:itJ c<,.(tJ /¢0 ). (JO) 

Here -:x,,.+, ol.,. can be ~'~~sidered as. creation-destruction operators 
of a second-quantized Dirac electron. 

J. The atom state~ are described by eigenf~tions tf n ti) 
and 'f.' (t..) of He= P'hm -t W (x) and He'= P/~/2m + W {'i) 

in the ,.Coulomq anµ, new,\gauge~ respeo_tively.·,If one uses, in tl_:.e· 
framewo!k of :13-aoh, gauge, ·the same •canonical representation - i V 
for p and p' , i;hen 'fn (i) an9- fa (i') ·are the same 
functions of x • In the same manner the same canonical 
Fi:sck representation Call, be used for the 'photon ciperatci;s ,a;( Jc, r) 
and a'{1<, £) inside ea.oh gauge. So, one can use the same analyti-

cal desorip~ion _of . ¢,,_ · ,_and </>o in, bo~h gauges. But interact;on 
terms in (1) or' (17) differ from those .. . . i_n .(12) or (18). 

I :" .>-~ 

~;herefore, the p:r.:_obabllity Wn,c , calculat~d in the new ga1,1ge ma,y 
differ' from ' Wh,c' calculatpd in the .Coulomb ~ne. We sh~ ' 

r· • . ' , ·. 

ca);:~ulate . W,,.. and W,.,. in the following s_olYable model •. 

. If_ one a~sumes W ('{I= m Jt." lrlz in (17), the~ one get.s_, 
a solvable theory. It is possible to show that its Hamiltonian is 
not bounded from below ( see APpendix A in (lG/ ). 
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For this and other reasons ( see Sec. 1 in.116/) one should 
spread beforehand the looal interaction of the electron with photons 
in (1). This is realized by replacing 

A.Lt1J ~ Jr ff} ==f d 3 g G-{l 9-jl) A;t,J , 

G{i.)=(111r3fd 1" e•xi ~ 
Jt.Z.+f'~ 

;JC <4'J"I << If mk · • 

" 
~ter the rep3:_acement we substitute A f o) and fj ex {o, t,' 

for II ( q) and /I O 
( f, t) in (1). Expanding furthe~ A 

(Jl) 

(J2) 

in multipoles we get that the electron interacts only with dipole 
photons. Retaining in th~ Hamiltonian only their creation-destruction 
operators we get the Hamiltonian hd • It turns our to be a sum 
h,, + h, + hil. of three mutually commuting operators h,,, h,, h, 

where,e.g., h2 contains electron operators f-i , t/z and 
dipole photon operators a~ (k.}, a/ {If.) of the· 11 z - speci-
es" ( the subscript r of a2 {ic.) stems from the 2 -projection 
of the photon total angular momentum). If the initial veotor ¢'x 
is aJ (IC} Jl0 , then the subsequent evolution is determined only 
by h1 • It is written explicitly (without AJ.,, ) in /l6, 20/ • 

The model is exactly solvable because h2 is a. quadratic fonn' of 

Pili qz, Ql{lt.}, a;(K}. 

The eigenstates of the operator pJ/2.rn + mJt~'!/12. 
can be represented as (o<1.t )" J2 0 , n"' 0,1,2, ••• using the operator 

o{: =: [ pdw + i </:t Jmk] /{i . (JJ) 

The corresponding Hamiltonian h: of the new gauge is obtai
ned using the simplified canonical transformation ( see Seo. J.6). 
If the replacement (Jl) is.introduced, the transformation operator 
must be of the form .. 

s:::.~xp{(-ie)[fA(o}+fA""(o,tJ]J • (J4) 

4. Let the exciting electromagnetic field be described by an 
ini.tial photon (as is the case in the preoeding subseotions 4.1 -' ' ' ' ' ' u 
4.2) and not by an external potential. Let.then A~ =O in 
this subseotion. It is possible to calculate exaotly the probability 
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WK {t} ==<¢IC / o(i /t)c(l(t} / ¢IC) - < I2o / o<J {t} «.t(t} / flo) • (35) 

For see (JJ); ¢K. describes one dipole photon having the 
mean frequency I< with dispersion Ll K « K 

~: 
d, =l"" dK.1 f (1('} a+(K') n 'fl( o k l 1,., , 

I present only the result of calculations with the Hamiltonian h2 
· . /16/ 

t.,,,Jir.' I fK(l<')l2.=f. 

(for similar calculations see ). Note first that the differen-
ce (35) (unlike its first or second term) tends to zero as t- 00

, 

This is natural because excited states are unstable. Further, W"(~ 
has the resonance term which is large for I<;;- >r. • Retaining only 
this term and making some other neglects, we have for 1/x < t<. 11,,.K 

and X-2(< K< Jt+ 2.r 
. J(,2 

WK(t} = C e2 /cll1- K -
(K-J(')Z+ rz [ j + e-2yt_2e-ft COS(K-J<') t]. (J6) 

is the square of the dipole moment 
X' differs 'only slightly from X 

Here I cl I 1. :::: i f2 ,ri;e 
d=<ci:flolq.i I Ro) 

if the cut-off parameter f'1 is chosen as in (32); f =a e 2 x.z. /3 m 
does not depend upon K , .X ~ .X', t. C I . . 

Analogous probability W" was calculated in the new 
gauge (all operators in (35) are replaced by the primed ones). It 
turn~ out to be exactly equal to 1<2/x_:z. · W1c (ti , so that 
for 1/Jl<t< lft:.K and. ,t-2f<K< Jt+2,r one has 

w:(tJ?:Ce1 /d/ZK ·. J(:Z. [i+e-:i.rt_2e-rtcn{1e-x•Jt]. (37) 
(K-Jl')Z+r 

I stress that here X' and f are the same quantities 
as in (36): the line shift and its width are the same in either 

gauges. 
Note that the average number of the photon of the frequency I< 

which are emitted by the excited oscillator 

{c<i+flo I at+(x,t) Ql(lc,t)/ot/n.>-<no I aJ(«Ja2(Jcl} f2o) 

is :represented approximately ·by the r.h. s. of (36) at 1/x < t < 00 
• 

The expression coincides with eq. (124) from Ch,8 of ref. 1
21

1 
( eq. (124) is also approximate). At large t the :r.h.s. of (J6) 
and of (37) coincide also with eqs. (50) and (53) of :ref. 121, 
:respectively. 
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The importance of the discrepancy between (36) and (37) for the 
Lamb shift determination has been discussed in ref.12, 51. 

Note that both gauges of the model have the same s--01atrix 
(i.e.,photon-eleotron scattering). For its calculation see Appen
dix Bin :ref. /lG/ and also rer.1221. 

5. The external-field approximation seems to provide a better 
description of the microwave radiation of the Lamb-shift experiments 
than the one-photon description. The microwave field is strong and 
has a complicated structure. 

Consider the simple external field (20). The reason for writing 
the phase J3 is the follo\Ting. The metastable atoms enter into 
the microwave field region at unknown accidental moments of time. 
They are initial moments (t=O) .of _the field action on atoms and 
£ 0 (o,t) must not be maximum at t=O. The final result must be 
averaged over all f3 , 0~/3<-211 , cf. /ll/, Sec.4.2. The 
averaging corresponds also to the completely uncertain phase of the 
one-photon wave. 

The difference 

{U(t,o) fl/ex: ol1 / u~.o!n) - fllJt,o)n / ol/c:l.i I Uo'6,o)QY (JS) 

was calculated in the model described in subsectio.n 4.J. 
Here U(t,o) satisfies the eq. i ~ U!'Jt == hz(t} U where h,J1:) 

contains the external potential (21). U0 (t,o) i~ th,e_ evol~tion 
operator in the case the external field (the. cause of atom excita-
tion) is absent: Uo (t, o} = op{-it h:)' . . 
where h: does not contain A,;x ( as in subsection 4.4). For 

S1 one can ta!ce, e.g., the Dba:re" or "physical" va~uum. Let W/"(t} 
denote the difference (38) averaged over J3 • The result of its 
calculation (for similar calculation see 1231 ) can be approxima
tely represented at t< l/Jl by the r.h.s. of (36) if the amplitude 

E0 in (20) is chosen so that the energy of the dipole part of the 
external field is equal to the energy K of the one-dipole-photon 
state </>K in (35). 

Wle~ ) 
The analogous quantity " (t of the new gauge turns out 

to be exactly equal to 1<1
/;J(L • W,,;'" (t). 

I am grateful to R.N.Faustov, E.L.Feinberg, and V.I.Ritus 
for useful discussions. 
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